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“She gives the impression of someone who
not only loves singing the songs, but loves
the songs themselves...” 3SongsBonn

BIO
Short Version
Astatine offers an intriguing blend of mystique, vocal talent and
unbridled passion for music. Together with her Ensemble, she presents
lovingly rearranged songs of timeless jazz artists such as Ella
Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Sarah Vaughan and Chet Baker.
Longer Version
Along her musical journey, Astatine has discovered herself in the
limitless concept of jazz. She brings the lyrics to life, drawing in
audiences with her irresistible smile and natural joy of performance.
Together with her Ensemble, she pays homage to timeless jazz greats
such as Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan, Chet Baker, Bill Evans and
Miles Davis.
Upbeat swing melodies invite audiences to let loose in the dance halls
of the 1920s, before being transported to the 50s and 60s for
poignant, soul- searching ballads. In between, original numbers with
influences from Rockabilly to Romanian Swing give the program a
unique twist and a fresh approach.
When in duet, Astatine is joined for this program by the talented
guitarist Vlad Vashchenko.
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PHOTOS

QUOTES & PRESS
Top highlights
- hosted a concert & performed with Georg
Schroeter and Marc Breitfelder, winners of the
International Blues Challenge Memphis 2011
- performed for UN Women
- performed at Bad Godesberg Winter Festival
- performed at Zülpich City Fest
- performed with hight profile musicians such as
Marcus Schinkel and Martin Gjakonovski
- participated at three of the International J a z z
Workshops in Erlangen

Echoes in the press
"...closing my eyes would be a pity when
someone as charismatic as Astatine is in front
of them. She gives the impression of someone
who not only loves singing the songs, but loves
the songs themselves..." John Hurd, 3SongsBonn
"Astatine's voice modulates all the nuances of
the longing, the sadness and the torments of
love." Ebba Hagenberg-Miliu, General Anzeiger Bonn
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Tech Rider Duet
Website

BOOKING & PR

IndigoSummer Artist Management, Ivana Smith
Tel: +49 (0)151 6455 1213 | management@indigosummer.net
www.indigosummer.net
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Astatine Duo – Tech Rider
Jazz & Swing, World Music Duo:

Contact information:

Astatine – Vocals

info@astatine.de
+49(0)1714968320 – Astatine's Phone
www.astatine.de

Vlad Vashchenko - Guitar, Looper

Asterisk (*) indicates supplied by band
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